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The mixed–alkali effect on the cation dynamics in silicate glasses is analyzed via molecular dy-
namics simulations. Observations suggest a description of the dynamics in terms of stable sites
mostly specific to one ionic species. As main contributions to the mixed–alkali slowdown longer
residence times and an increased probability of correlated backjumps are identified. The slowdown
is related to the limited accessibility of foreign sites. The mismatch experienced in a foreign site is
stronger and more retarding for the larger ions, the smaller ions can be temporarily accommodated.
Also correlations between unlike as well as like cations are demonstrated that support cooperative
behavior.

I. INTRODUCTION

The disordered network structure of glasses provides
a highly complex environment for the transport of mo-
bile ions. A basic consensus has developed that the ionic
motion consists of jumps between distinct minima of the
energy landscape1,2. Because of the strong Coulomb in-
teraction between the ions the effective energy landscape
will perpetually change with the motion of the ions. The
dispersion in the frequency dependence of ionic conduc-
tivity can be interpreted3,4 as a consequence of correlated
backward jumps forced by the interaction with other ions.

The complexity of the ion dynamics in glasses is high-
lighted by the mixed–alkali effect5,6: In glasses containing
two different alkali species, a deep minimum in the mo-
bility of the ions is observed. Even small concentrations
of a second alkali species effectively slow down the total
ion dynamics.

Several important structural properties of mixed–alkali
(MA) glasses are already known. EXAFS measurements7

have established that the cations retain the same spe-
cific coordination environments as in single–alkali (SA)
glasses. This was also supported by reverse Monte Carlo
calculations8. Furthermore, NMR measurements9,10

have shown that the different alkali cations are intimately
mixed on the microscopic scale and do not belong to
phase segregated parts.

Specific information about the dynamics of cations in
disordered ion conductors can be obtained via Molecu-
lar Dynamics (MD) simulations. For SA glasses it has
been shown that regions of high ionic mobility form
channels11,12 that arise statistically11,12,13. Proof for
some structure at the scale of these channels can also
be found in measurements of the dynamic structure
factor14,15. One of the most important MD results for
MA glasses is the observation that ions only rarely jump
into sites vacated by the other species16 and that the site
characteristics of both species are very different17,18,19.

Several models8,20,21, inspired by the observations of
site selectivity, feature distinct sets of adapted sites for
each alkali species. Taking the site selectivity as a start-
ing point one may ask whether the dynamics in the MA

system of composition (A2O)a(B2O)b(SiO2)1−a−b can
be viewed as the independent superposition of two SA
systems (A2O)a(SiO2)1−a and (B2O)b(SiO2)1−b, respec-
tively. If this were true the dramatic decrease of the dc
conductivity in the MA system would be related to the
well-known observation that the alkali dynamics in SA
systems become much slower for lower alkali concentra-
tion and one might just speak of a dilution effect.
Experimental results tell that reality is more complex.

For example, in recent measurements of dc conductivi-
ties and tracer diffusivities in Na–Rb–borate glasses the
mobility of sodium and rubidium is compared to that
in pure Na–borates and Rb–borates with identical al-
kali content22. Despite a significant decrease of the con-
ductivity for the ternary glasses the conductivity is still
significantly larger than the sum of those in the respec-
tive SA glasses. Furthermore, the experimental data re-
veal asymmetric behavior with respect to the two alkali
species. A dramatic difference is visible when comparing
the limit where the smaller ion (here:Na) is the minor-
ity species as compared to the opposite limit. It turns
out that the small ion as minority species is still rela-
tively mobile and its diffusion constant, as determined
by tracer diffusion experiments, only weakly depends on
concentration. In contrast, in the other limit the large
ion becomes immobile. Similar observations have been
already made in earlier experiments; see e.g.5,23.
A simple reason for the apparent increase of mobil-

ity in mixed alkali systems as compared to the sum of
the individual glasses may be given by the different net-
work structures. Due to the higher alkali content in the
mixed–alkali system the network structure is more dis-
continuous, giving rise to higher network mobility and
thus, possibly, to higher alkali mobility.
Beyond this effect it is discussed whether the adap-

tion of the individual sites may change with time.
The rearrangement of free volume has been put for-
ward as a possible mechanism for the readaption, based
on measurements of the pressure dependence of ionic
conductivity24,25: A site entered by a too large ion has to
expand, while a site entered by a smaller ion can shrink.
If both happens at the same time in close vicinity, an
isochoric redistribution of site volume via relaxations of
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the matrix could facilitate the readaption of both sites.
If this mechanism of matrix mediated coupling were in-
deed present, an important correlation between the un-
like cations would be a present in the MA system25.
Actually, the presence of the release of mismatches and

thus the readaption of sites in the glassy phase has been
already postulated in the Dynamic Structure Model21.
Others suppose that the adaption of a site is definitively
fixed during the glass transition8. In a very different ap-
proach it is assumed that a distribution of sites is open
in principle to all ions26,27. In this class of models, the
competition for favorable sites is governed by the differ-
ent radii of the cation species.
The goal of our work is to elucidate the mechanism

of ion dynamics in mixed–alkali systems via MD simula-
tions on a microscopic level. The analysis is based on our
method28 to identify individual ionic sites from the MD
trajectories ; see also29. This procedure was also success-
fully applied to simulations of phosphate glasses30 and ra-
tionalized in more general terms31. In this investigation,
the method is for the first time applied to a MA system.
From comparison of the dynamics in SA systems and MA
systems, three major aspects will be treated. First, the
site selectivity is quantified in detail. Second, the trajec-
tories of the alkali ions are characterized and compared
with the typical behavior in SA systems. Third, dynamic
correlations between like and unlike cations are analyzed.

II. TECHNICAL ASPECTS

We performed molecular dynamics simulations of al-
kali silicate glasses x(K2O) · (1− x)(Li2O) · 2(SiO2) with
x = 0.0, 0.5, 1.0. We use a modified version of the soft-
ware MOLDY32, using Buckingham–type pair potentials
developed by Habasaki et al.33, that are well tested for
comparable systems34,35,36. The simulations were done
in the NVT–ensemble, with systems of 1215 particles,
i.e. 270 alkali ions. The size of the simulation boxes
was set according to experimental densities37, resulting
in V (x = 0) : V (x = 0.5) : V (x = 1) = 1 : 1.03 : 1.06.
In33 the experimental densities for the two SA systems
could be reproduced from NpT-simulations at identical
pressure. In contrast, we obtain differing pressures in
our NVT runs with these experimental densities. At
T = 3000K, where equilibrium runs are easily possible,
the pressure of the two limiting systems for our simula-
tions are p(x = 0) ≈ 2.5 GPa and p(x = 1) ≈ 4.7 GPa.
Yet the pressure of the MA system is roughly the aver-
age of the two limiting SA systems, with a deviation of
0.4 ± 0.2 GPa. This relation does not change at differ-
ent temperatures. The additive behavior supports the
idea that the observed slowdown in the MA system (see
below) is not generated by our choice of densities.
The systems were prepared at high temperatures and

cooled down in steps. Here we present data from runs at
850K, which is well below the glass transition. The alkali
subsystem was equilibrated at this temperature for 40ns.
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FIG. 1: Mean square displacements of alkali ions in single and
mixed–alkali systems. Inset: Time dependence of< r2(5ns) >
in the mixed–alkali system. The broken line at 80ns indicates
that for this work only information from the second part of
our data is taken if not mentioned otherwise.

Subsequently trajectories were generated over 40ns for
the SA glasses, and over 160ns for the MA system. The
determination of cation sites based on cation trajectories
is described in detail in28.

III. RESULTS

A. General dynamics

Simulations below the computer glass transition tem-
perature have to be carefully conducted due to expected
aging effects of the network. Furthermore one may ex-
pect that due to this effect also the lithium dynamics
will somewhat change with time. After an initial simula-
tion period of 40ns we have calculated the mean square
displacement during time intervals [t0, t0 + 5ns] where
different starting times t0 during our production run of
160 ns have been chosen; see inset of Fig. 1. During the
first 80ns a significant slowdown is present, which is less
visible for the second 80ns. Thus one finds a dynamic
signature of network aging effects. Of course, subsequent
aging effects of the network will still be present, but prob-
ably on longer time scales. The subsequent analysis is
mainly performed for the second half of our production
run. In any event, all general conclusions drawn in this
work could already be obtained from analyzing just the
first half of the production run.
Figure 1 shows the mean square displacements of the

alkali cations in both the SA and MA glasses. In the
long time limit the ionic transport becomes diffusive, cor-
responding to a slope of one in the double logarithmic
plot. In the SA glasses this is reached around t = 10ns.
The diffusivities at 850K in the SA systems are DLi =
2.9 × 10−7cm2s−1 and DK = 2.6 × 10−7cm2s−1. The
curves for lithium and potassium in the MA system do
not attain a slope of one during the time interval shown.
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FIG. 2: Distribution of pLi

i , the fraction of time a site is
occupied by lithium cations. This is a measure of specificity
(see text). The shaded areas correspond to adapted sites,
characterized by specificities ≥ 0.9. The bold black lines give
the cumulative sum over the number of mixed sites, shifted
in vertical direction for convenience.

This observation is in agreement with earlier findings in
SA glasses, where we noted that the diffusive regime is
reached only for larger values of the mean square dis-
placement in systems with lower alkali content28. Under
the assumption of time-temperature superposition and
the ability to reach the linear regime at higher tem-
peratures we may estimate the diffusion constants as
DLi = 2.8 × 10−8cm2s−1 and DK = 1.9 × 10−8cm2s−1.
The slowdown of the diffusivities as compared to the sin-
gle alkali systems then amounts to a factor of ≈ 10 for
lithium and ≈ 14 for potassium.

B. Properties of ion sites

By mapping the trajectories of the cations onto the
sites obtained from our analysis, jumps between the sites
can be identified. As in our previous work, we registered
a jump if an ion leaves a site and moves into a different
one. The duration of an ion’s residence in a site, denoted
τres, is defined by the time between its jump into the site
and the subsequent jump out of it. When an ion leaves
a site and returns without reaching a different site, the
residence is not interrupted. In total we find 288 sites.
Thus, there are ca. 8% more sites than ions. This small
excess number is close to the result for the SA system28.

¿From the residence data it is also possible to calcu-

late the average occupation oi for each site i. In the MA
system we distinguish the contributions oMi of the differ-
ent cations M = {Li,K}. The specificity of a site can be
quantified by pLii = oLii /(oLii + oKi ) and pKi = 1 − pLii ,
the probabilities that an occupying ion is lithium or
potassium, respectively. One can define the specificity
si=max(pLii , pKi ) as the larger of both pMi . The distribu-
tion of pLii is shown in Fig. 2, for the interval 80− 120ns
and also for 0 − 40ns for comparison. The qualitative
result is identical. At both times most sites have an
si ≥ 0.9, signalling a high specificity for one predomi-
nant ion. For the subsequent analysis these sites will be
termed adapted sites or, alternatively, lithium or potas-
sium sites. Those with lower specificity shall be called
mixed sites. The regions corresponding to adapted sites
are shaded in Fig. 2. Also shown are the cumulative
sums over the number of mixed sites, shifted to a con-
venient vertical position. They clearly show that the
number of mixed sites has decreased at the later time.
Especially mixed sites with a si already close to 0.9 have
vanished, with a corresponding increase in the number of
adapted sites. At 80− 120ns, 94% (270) of all sites have
a si ≥ 0.9, compared to 82% (231) at 0−40ns. 25% of all
sites have been exclusively populated by lithium cations,
and 19% have only been visited by potassium cations be-
tween 80 − 120ns. The values for 0 − 40ns are slightly
lower again, being 23% and 17%, respectively. The dif-
ferences between the time slices illustrate the effects of
aging on our data.
The observed dependence of site specificity on simu-

lation time rationalizes the observed time dependence of
alkali mobility in the MA system. For later times the
site specificity is more pronounced and thus the MA ef-
fect, expressed by a slowing down of the alkali dynamics,
increases.

C. Site properties

In previous work on a SA system we have shown that
the time scale it takes for an ion to hop from one equi-
librium position to a nearby position is very short (less
than 1 ps for lithium)38. This time scale is denoted tch.
Furthermore, it turned out that on average a site was
filled very soon after it was left by an ion. This is quan-
tified by τfree. The low values reflect the fact that the
number of free sites is very small. We have determined
the cumulative distribution S(t) of both quantities for
both the SA and the MA system. Thus, S(t) expresses
the probability, that a value ≤ t is found. The results are
shown in Fig. 3.
For both systems it turns out that both times belong to

the ps-time scale. Of course, the short transition times
tch directly imply that ionic transitions are exclusively
between adjacent sites. There is no long-range ionic mo-
tion through the network before entering a new site. In-
terestingly, in the SA system the potassium dynamics
between two sites is nearly a factor of 10 slower than the
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FIG. 3: Distributions of duration of jumps tch and of τfree,
the time a site stays unoccupied. Top: single–alkali systems;
Bottom: mixed–alkali system. From the horizontal line with
value 0.5 the median can be read off.

lithium dynamics. This difference alone cannot be ex-
plained only by the mass ratio of potassium and lithium.
Actually, it becomes smaller in the MA system. It may
come as a surprise that the time τfree during which a site
is vacant is not much longer than the transition time tch
between adjacent sites. This reflects strongly cooperative
dynamics, as stressed in previous simulation work19,39.
Interestingly, the distributions are significantly broader
for the MA system. This is a first hint that the dynam-
ics is more heterogeneous in the MA system.

In the next step we calculate for every site its residence
time, averaged over all ionic visits of this site. In the
MA case we distinguish whether the visit is in a matched
site or a mismatched site. Thus, τres(LiK) corresponds
to the waiting time of a lithium ion in a potassium site
(characterized by pLii < 0.1). In Fig. 4 we show the
corresponding cumulative distributions S(t). Comparing
the data from the SA systems shown in the top part with
those of the MA system (τres(LiLi) and τres(KK), respec-
tively) it turns out that the distribution is significantly
broader in the latter case, in particular for long times.
This means that the dynamics is more heterogeneous in
the MA system. Actually, from previous work we know
that the width of the distribution of residence times in
the SA case does not depend on concentration28. Thus,
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FIG. 4: Distributions of residence times τres. Top: single–
alkali systems; Bottom: mixed–alkali system.

the increasing relevance of dynamic heterogeneities in the
MA case is our first observation, for which the dynam-
ics displays qualitatively new features in MA systems as
compared to SA systems. Interestingly, the median val-
ues of the distributions of residence times increase by a
factor of only ca. three in the MA system. Thus the
increase in residence times is not sufficient to explain the
total extent of the MAE (factor 10-14, see above).
¿From Fig. 1 one can see that for the SA system

the crossover to diffusive dynamics occurs on time scales
somewhat longer than 100 ps. Here we define crossover
such that the extrapolation from the long-time diffusive
behavior deviates by a factor of 2 from the actual mean
square displacement. This time scale is close to the me-
dian of the waiting times. Thus one may conclude that
for the SA system the dynamics of ions from the slower
half of the sites is not important for understanding the
long-range transport. In contrast, for the MA case this
crossover time can be estimated to be significantly be-
yond 10 ns. This implies that nearly the whole range of
residence times is relevant for diffusive transport.
So far we have analyzed the behavior of matched

events, i.e. adapted sites hosting the appropriate ion.
Analyzing the waiting times for mismatched events we
find, in particular for potassium, a strong reduction of the
waiting times. This asymmetry in the behavior of lithium
and potassium is also mirrored by the lower number of
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FIG. 5: Maximum residence times in sites visited by lithium
and potassium ions during the simulation. For each site, the
value for potassium is plotted versus the value for lithium.
Adapted sites and mixed sites are distinguished by their rel-
ative occupation.

exclusive potassium sites mentioned in the discussion of
Fig. 2. Qualitatively, this may be related to the fact that
it is difficult for a potassium ion to enter a smaller lithium
site. A more quantitative version of this argument will
be presented below.
Although residences for mismatched events are on av-

erage significantly shorter than the residences found in
matching events, the ranges covered by the distributions
in Fig. 4 are overlapping. The duration of mismatch-
ing events can thus reach time scales normally present
in well adapted sites. This possibility is explored in Fig.
5. For each site that has been visited by both lithium
and potassium ions, the maximum residence time of a
potassium ion is plotted against the maximum residence
time of a lithium ion in the same site. Values for lithium
sites, defined as above by pLii > 0.9, are noted as vertical
lines, potassium sites as horizontal lines. Mixed sites are
shown as circles.
The few mixed sites allow long maximum residence

times for both species of ions, with values of at least
100ps, but typically reaching several ns for at least one
species. All the adapted sites show residence times in this
range for ions of the favored kind. The maximum resi-
dence time of a mismatched ion can be very short. But
surprisingly, the possible residence times of mismatching
events too cover the whole range of values up to com-
parable maximum time scales for both species, despite
the high specificity of the respective sites. Even some
strongly adapted sites seem thus to have the potential to
accommodate ions of both species for a long time.
As a further step it is instructive to analyze the struc-

tural aspects of site specificity. The oxygen coordina-
tion environment of lithium and potassium sites is very
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FIG. 6: The mean distance from a site to the closest oxygen
during potassium residences, i.e. d1,K , is plotted versus the
value found during lithium residences in the same site, i.e.
d1,Li. The bars give the typical ranges of values for sites
visited by only one species.

different. One finds 4.5 oxygens up to r ≤ 2.87Å for
a lithium site and 10 at r ≤ 4.01Å for a potassium
site. The distances correspond to the first minima of
the distribution function. A different way to charac-
terize the differences is the observation that around a
lithium ion, on average, three coordinating oxygen atoms
are closer than 2.3 Å, while on average all coordinat-
ing oxygen atoms are further apart around a potassium
ion. We determined for each site the mean distances
di,M (i = 1, 2, 3, 4;M = Li,K) between the center of the
site and the i-th closest oxygen atom whenever this site
was either occupied by a lithium or a potassium ion. In
particular d1,M is an extremely sensitive quantity to the
local structure of a site. In Fig. 6 d1,K is plotted vs. d1,Li

for all sites that have been visited by ions of both species.
Again, data for lithium sites, for potassium sites and for
mixed sites are distinguished by different symbols. The
ranges of typical values for pure sites which are exclu-
sively occupied by lithium or potassium, respectively, are
given by the bars parallel to the respective axis. The bars
cover more than 90 % of the values. In Tab. I we have
for all combinations between ions and sites compiled the
intervals for d1,M which apply to 68% of all sites.
Several interesting conclusions can be drawn about the

distance to the next oxygen atom from Fig. 6 and the
corresponding data of Tab. I. First we discuss the prop-
erties of adapted sites. (1) Except for a single site one
has d1,Li < d1,K . This is a natural consequence of the
different radii of the two ion species. (2) The median
of d1,Li and even the total distribution is very similar
when comparing pure sites with adapted sites, which at
least once have hosted a potassium site. Thus the oc-
casional occupation by potassium ions does not change
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Li site K site pure
Li site

pure
K site

Li ion [1.83,1.94]Å [1.87,2.33] Å [1.84,1.93]Å -

K ion [1.93,2.20]Å [2.43,2.60]Å - [2.47,2.64]Å

TABLE I: The intervals for the distance of the center of a
site to the nearest oxygen where 68% of all cases are included.
Only adapted sites are taken into account.

the local structure of a lithium site. (3) The reverse is
not true. Pure potassium sites have on average larger
values of d1,K than adapted sites which at least once
have hosted an lithium ion. Thus lithium ions can only
visit those potassium sites with not too large values of
d1,K . (4) Lithium ions visiting a potassium site signif-
icantly attract the nearest oxygen. There is, however,
only a partial adaption since the median of d1,Li is still

0.20 Å larger than the median for lithium sites. (5) In
contrast, lithium sites only weakly adapt if entered by
potassium ion. This is plausible from a chemical point of
view because it is more difficult to compress the oxygen
coordination shell rather than expanding it.

What can we learn from the properties of the mixed
sites? A priori the mixed sites may have two different
origins. First, they may reflect sites which during the first
part of the 40ns were either lithium or potassium sites
and in the second part changed their identity. This would
give rise to a mixed average occupation. Second, they are
never potassium or lithium sites but just have a structure
which allows both ions to enter this site. Whereas the
results in Fig. 5 do not allow us to distinguish between
both scenarios the data in Fig. 6 clearly demonstrates
that the second scenario is valid. If during some time
interval the mixed sites would have acted as potassium
sites the values of d1,K should be in the range of the
values for potassium sites. Clearly, this is not the case.
Thus a relevant number of site transitions from lithium
to potassium type or vice versa cannot be seen.

The omitted corresponding plots for the second and
third neighbors show gradually weaker displacements.
The distance to the fourth oxygen neighbor, given in Fig.
7, finally does not show any effect of a change in the oc-
cupying species. The reaction of the network around a
site to the nature of a visiting cation is thus very limited
in range.

¿From these observations we would particularly like to
stress that lithium and potassium sites only differ in the
behavior of the first three oxygen atoms and that the
properties of lithium sites do not change significantly,
even if they are visited by potassium ions. This directly
rationalizes the behavior, reported above, that the resi-
dence time of potassium in lithium sites is very short.
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.

D. Nearest-neighbor jumps

The local cation neighborhood of a cation determines,
of course, the properties of nearest neighbor (nn) jumps.
An important observable is the coordination number in
the nearest neighbor (nn) shell, based on the partial pair
correlation functions. Basically one counts the number
of neighboring ions until the first minimum of the respec-
tive partial pair correlation functions. For Li-Li pairs we
obtain 3.6 for K-K pairs 4.1 and for Li-K pairs 3.0. This
clearly shows that, on the one hand, there is a slight ten-
dency for clustering of like ions and, on the other hand,
potassium ions have more neighbors than lithium ions.
The latter point is a direct consequence of the fact that
potassium has a larger ionic radius than lithium and thus
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FIG. 9: Comparision of pback out of matched and mismatched
sites in the mixed–alkali system, for both lithium and potas-
sium ions. The squares give the median of the distribution of
one-site values, the triangles delimit the range including 34%
of all sites both below and above the median.

has a larger nn sphere. It directly translates into the ob-
servation that also the number of nn sites is larger for
potassium (8.1) than for lithium (7.1).

Of direct relevance for the dynamics are the number
of nn sites which are accessible by a hopping process. It
turns out that only ca. 60% and 40% of all nn sites were
used as destinations for jumps by lithium and potassium
ions, respectively. For the slowest sites, not all suitable
neighbors may have been explored during the analyzed
interval, especially in the case of potassium. But even
considering this possibility, a significant fraction of nn
sites must remain where the saddles are too large for
a hop to occur. In the next step one may analyze the
nature of those neighbors actually accessed during the
simulation. It turns out that 70% of them are matching
for the jumping ion. This value is significantly larger
than the overall fraction of matching sites (ca. 47% for
both species; see above). Matching sites are thus clearly
favored as jump destinations.

Beyond the residence times the long-time dynamics is
strongly influenced by the presence of correlated forward–
backward jumps. To quantify this effect, we consider
sequences of two jumps A → B → C performed by an
ion. We define pback as p(C = A), the probability that
an ion in a site B jumps back into the same site A from
where it reached B. In Fig. 8, pback is plotted against
the average residence time of an ion in site B, τres(MB).

In all systems, high probabilities are found for back-
jumps through sites B with short residence times, with
values approaching 90%. pback falls off for longer resi-
dences, down to 50% and 40% respectively for the lithium
and potassium SA systems. These values are still high
compared to the statistical probability of 15% corre-
sponding to the average number of seven available neigh-
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FIG. 10: Relative number of jumps from the neighboring sites
a time ∆t from a jump out of a given central site. In brackets
the ion jumping at the center, in front the species jumping in
response. The distribution is the average over those for any
given central site.

bors in both cases. In the MA system, the curves level
off to even higher values of pback for long times, 65% and
70% for lithium and potassium. Generally, the probabil-
ity of backjumps for any given residence time is higher
than in the SA systems. The difference between the SA
and the MA systems directly translates into the longer
range of subdiffusive behavior (see above) and thus to
a further decrease of the diffusion constant for the MA
systems. This means that beyond the (minor) effect of
longer waiting times it is to a large extent the increase
of forward–backward correlations which gives rise to the
slowdown in the MA system.
For a closer understanding of the backjump character-

istics we have studied pback for different sites. From Fig.
8 it is evident that short residence times are generally
related to high backjump probabilities. This expecta-
tion is directly checked in Fig. 9. Therein the observed
ranges for pback out of lithium and potassium sites are
opposed, for both species of ions. For potassium, the ex-
pected strong rise in pback is found if B is a mismatched
site. But the backjump probability of lithium ions is
only slightly affected by the nature of the site B. This
underlines our conclusions about the hopping properties
of potassium ions. Whenever a potassium ion enters a
mismatched site it can hardly enter because it is too dif-
ficult to create the necessary volume and immediately
jumps back to the original site.

E. Dynamic correlation effects

So far we have analyzed the dynamic properties on a
single-particle level. As discussed in the introduction an
influence of multi-particle correlations is discussed in lit-
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FIG. 11: Schematic of the type of correlated jump processes,
considered in our analysis where four distinct sites as start
and end points are required. The central site is shaded.
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FIG. 12: Cumulative amount of additional jumps correlated
with a jump at t = 0, for the mixed–alkali system. The impor-
tance of correlated jumps between four distinct sites is com-
pared to the total extent of correlations including sequential
movement as shown in Fig. 10.

erature as a possible mechanism to enable dynamic pro-
cesses in MA systems. For example Habasaki demon-
strated an additional slowdown of the lithium dynamics,
if the potassium ions in a MA system were completely
fixed39. The inferred correlations between jumps of dif-
ferent ions should be directly observable as an altered
probability for a second jump shortly before or after one
jump has happened. For each site, we have determined
the number of jumps originating from one of its nn sites in
dependence on the time difference ∆t to a jump from the
central site. Jumps by the same ion were ignored. The re-
sulting distribution of jump probabilities was normalized
and averaged over all sites. The value of one corresponds
to the number of jumps from the neighbors happening
without the influence of a jump from the central site, i.e.
the behavior for long |∆t|. To gain an estimate of the
scale of fluctuations in the results, this analysis was done
separately for four subsequent pieces of the simulation of

10ns duration each. The distributions shown in Fig. 10
are the average over these four partial distributions. The
error bars correspond to the standard deviation of the
peak heights. The peaks show an increase in the number
of nearby jumps by a factor of 5.5 and 11 for the lithium
and potassium SA systems, respectively. For the corre-
lations among like ions in the MA system, a factor of
6 − 6.5 is found for both lithium and potassium. Corre-
lations among jumps by unlike ions are weaker, but also
present. The values are 3 for the lithium neighbors of
a potassium ion, and also for potassium ions surround-
ing a lithium. In all cases, the maximum probability for
correlated jumps is found at the time of the first jump,
∆t = 0, and the peak is symmetrical. Careful inspection
reveals that the peak consists of a narrow peak with half
width close to 1 ps and a broad peak with with half width
close to 5 ps. The latter peak will be discussed below.

The most simple scenario compatible with these find-
ings is that a second ion jumps from a neighbor site into
the site just vacated by the jump of the first ion. Indeed
these correlations are reflected by the sharp peaks. But
more complex correlations are also conceivable, which
can generally be separated from the former kind by the
additional condition that the two jumps use four distinct
sites as start and end points; see Fig. 11 for a sketch.

The remaining correlations are responsible for the
broad peaks in Fig. 10. For a quantitative analysis the
maximum height is not suitable. Rather we show the in-

tegrals
∫∆t

−∞
dτ(peak(τ)− 1) over the peaks; see Fig. 12.

On the one hand, we integrate over the total peaks and,
on the other hand, only over the remaining correlations
if we use the additional four-site condition introduced
above.

The total extent of four–site correlations given by the
thicker lines is significant in all cases, amounting to ca.
50% of the total. To characterize the observed correla-
tions, we determined the relative directions of the central
jump and the correlated ones, given by the cosine of the
enclosed angle. The directions of jumps using a common
site are strongly correlated in all cases, as it is geomet-
rically required. The jumps involved in four–site corre-
lations are instead preferentially antiparallel in the SA
systems. In the MA system, no correlation is discernible
for the four–site correlations. Interestingly, the curve la-
belled Li(K), i.e. the probability of a lithium jump to
follow a potassium jump, displays an asymmetry since
it mainly increases for ∆t > 0. Accordingly, the curve
K(Li)shows the opposite asymmetry. Both observations
imply that it is more likely that a jump of a potassium
ion may trigger a jump of a lithium ion than vice versa.
This observation is consistent our previous results that
potassium sites are better suited for lithium ions than
vice versa. A more detailed analysis, however, is neces-
sary to further clarify the origin of this asymmetry.

In this analysis of correlations, all sites are taken into
account with equal weight. When the sites are weighted
according to the number of jumps taking place, the gen-
eral effects remain, but their strength is greatly reduced.
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One can thus conclude that dynamic correlation effects
are particularly important in the vicinity of slow sites.

IV. DISCUSSION

The results favor an explanation of the mixed–alkali
effect based on ionic sites that are specific for the differ-
ent alkali species. The strongly bimodal distribution of
occupation probabilities pMi shows that 90% of the ions
reside in sites with a strong preference for one kind of
ion. We have shown before that the location of the ionic
sites is stable on the time scale of ionic transport40. It
appears thus justified to treat the preference of a site for
one species of ions as fixed over the course of the simula-
tions. Possible effects of rare readaptions would still be
incorporated via the treatment of ”mixed” sites.
Trying to quantify the mixed–alkali effect in terms of

properties of single sites or ions, the most direct contri-
bution is observed in the distribution of residence times.
The typical duration of residences in the predominant
specific sites in the MA system is increased compared to
the SA glasses. But this effect can account for only a
small part of the observed mixed–alkali effect.
The increased probability for correlated forward–

backward jumps will also add to the slowdown. As al-
ready in the SA systems the effect is strongest for sites
with low residence times. Among them will be mismatch-
ing jump events, which generally have shorter τres than
matching ones. But only for potassium ions this tendency
translates into a further increase of pback. The backjump
probability of lithium is hardly affected by the adaption
of the B site.
The maximum residence times and the oxygen co-

ordination distances show that even strongly adapted
sites can temporarily accommodate mismatching ions.
Lithium again is favored, because it is apparently eas-
ier for the coordinating oxygens to approach than it is
to recede from a site. But generally, both types of ions
also visit mismatching sites, suggesting also some degree
of interaction between the different species.
The data on two–ion correlations shows in fact that

the dynamics of the different species in the mixed glass
are not independent. The strongest correlations were ob-
served for ions taking up sites just vacated by like ions,
but foreign sites are also reached. Potassium ions will
jump back with increased probability, but lithium ions
are as likely to move on into a third place as from a
matching site. For them, the correlations with the differ-
ent ions should thus in fact facilitate transport.
As mentioned above the main difference between

lithium and potassium is the ability of lithium to en-
ter a potassium site without an immediate backjump,
helped by the local oxygen environment. The reverse is
strongly suppressed. This asymmetry is consistent with
the larger mismatch evident in the residence times for
potassium. For the present case of identical lithium and
potassium concentration the transport is mainly via the

matched sites for both species. In the limit where one
species is very dilute the relevance of transport via mixed
or mismatched sites may become important and may be
relevant in particular for the smaller ion.

It may be interesting to compare the ”first-principle”
observations of this simulation work with the assump-
tions, used in the most recent version of the dynamic
structure model41,42 for the MA effect in solid glasses.
Most ingredients like the presence of two different types
of sites or the asymmetry between the smaller and the
larger cation fully agree with our observations. There
are, however, two aspects which are somewhat more spec-
ulative and where the present simulations yield new in-
sight. Do sites change their character on time scales much
shorter than the α relaxation time? Do so-called C′ sites
exist? They are viewed as sites which after being va-
cated in the melt are somewhat smaller than the sites,
actually visited by ions. From the simulations we have
seen that on time scales up to the diffusive regime sites
keep their identity so that the notion of a dynamic energy
landscape is not supported by the simulation data. Fur-
thermore there is no signature of possible C′ sites. They
would be relevant if on the diffusion time scale trans-
formations from C′ sites to regular sites and vice versa
would occur. This would show up in a large number of
sites, visited by the ions during the simulation run. Since
the total number of sites, however, is just 8% larger than
the number of ions there is basically no place for a large
number of C′ sites being transformed to regular sites and
vice versa.

In summary, a MA slowdown can be observed in the
residence times as well as from increased likelihood of
backjumps. Independent jump paths are favored. But
the interception is not complete, as even mismatching
sites are also accessible. Although actual cooperativ-
ity seems limited to the slowest ions, an enhancement of
cation mobility is likely to follow. Together with the fast
network dynamics in MA systems this rationalizes the
enhanced dynamics in MA systems as compared to the
predicted dynamics by assuming a dilution effect. Fur-
thermore a significant asymmetry in the behavior of the
smaller and the larger cation is observed. It will be in-
teresting to see, whether an even closer analysis of the
MA system, e.g. in terms of site and saddle energies, will
be compatible with very recent explicit models of the dy-
namics in MA systems43. Furthermore a closer relation
to ion-exchange experiments might be illuminating.
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